KEEPING CURRENT

. . . is it important to you?
Two journals that guarantee you'll be told what's happening
NOW in pharmacology, physiology, and biochemistry.

PHARMACOLOGICAL REVIEWS
A Publication of the American Society for Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics, Inc.

Editor: James A. Bain, Ph.D., Emory University
Pharmacological Reviews is a showcase journal for ideas that would otherwise be buried in the mass of pharmacological literature. Important review papers on the current status of a given topic are allotted plenty of space (from 10 to 40 pages) to exhaustively cover that topic. A fine balance is achieved in these articles, which are written in a clear, simple and concise fashion so as to be intelligible to non-specialists, yet are precise and detailed enough to be of great interest to experts in the field.

At various times, Pharmacological Reviews has addressed such subjects as biochemical and cellular pharmacology, drug metabolism and disposition, renal pharmacology, neuropharmacology, behavioral pharmacology, clinical pharmacology, and toxicology. Designed specifically as a medium through which those interested in these topics can communicate directly, Pharmacological Reviews serves the entire pharmacological community and is vital reading for physiologists, pharmacologists, and biological chemists.

THE JOURNAL OF PHARMACOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTAL THERAPEUTICS
A Publication of the American Society for Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics, Inc.

Editor: Eva King Killam, PhD, School of Medicine, University of California, Davis
Founded by John J. Abel in 1909, this is one of the most prestigious journals in scientific research. Publishing original research articles on all aspects of the interactions of chemical and biological systems, The Journal of Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics is extremely useful for the academic or clinical pharmacologist. In addition, it has broad relevance for pharmaceutical research laboratories and anesthesiologists. Readers will find full coverage of autonomic, behavioral, cardiovascular, cellular, clinical, developmental, gastrointestinal, immuno-, neuro-, pulmonary, and renal pharmacology. Other areas include analgesia, drug abuse, drug metabolism and distribution, chemotherapy, and toxicology. Each issue of this monthly periodical averages over 200 pages and presents the best in research being published in pharmacology and therapeutics.

Please enter my new subscription to the journals checked below.
(Orders outside the U.S. must be prepaid.)

Pharmacological Reviews (quarterly)
☐ Personal: $35.00/yr.
☐ Institutional: $70.00/yr.
☐ In-training: $25.00/yr.
☐ Foreign: add $10.00/yr.

The Journal of Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics (monthly)
☐ Personal: $140.00/yr.
☐ Institutional: $220.00/yr.
☐ Foreign: add $30.00/yr.

(In-training rates apply to residents, fellows, interns, and students. When requesting this rate, which is limited to three years, please give training status and name of institution.)

Members of the American Society for Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics should order subscriptions to the official society journals through the American Society for Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics, 9650 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD 20014

TOLL-FREE TELEPHONE ORDERING (9 am to 4 pm)
Now, subscribing to any of these journals is as easy as making a phone call. To order WITH OR WITHOUT CHARGE CARD, call 1-800-638-6423 from anywhere in the continental U.S. Maryland residents CALL COLLECT 528-4105.

Williams & Wilkins
P.O. Box 1496
Baltimore, Maryland 21203

name

address

city state zip code

☐ check enclosed ☐ bill me

CREDIT CARD PURCHASE
(Choose one) ☐ VISA ☐ MasterCard

card # expiration date